The FallTech 8’ Confined Space Entry Tripod outperforms typical industrial confined space systems by providing ease of setup, greater lifting range and integral pulleys that reduce risk of harm to the attendant.

Designed to facilitate non-entry rescue techniques, included are two integral head mounted pulleys for multi-line entry, egress and rescue. This dual-pulley system significantly minimizes the need for an attendant to lean over openings and provides greater clearance while attempting rescue.

- 55” to 91” Working Height with 6” adjustments
- Compact 64” folded/transit height
- Weighs just 50 lbs
- Includes 70° weather resistant storage bag
- Leg Bracket sold separately or included in Tripod Kits

**MATERIAL & PERFORMANCE SPECS**

Max User Capacity: 310 lbs.
**7507: CONFINED SPACE TRIPOD KIT**

**INCLUDES**
- 7276: 8’ Confined Space Tripod w/Storage Bag
- 7293: 60’ Personnel Winch w/Galvanized Cable and Equipment Bag
- 7291B: Leg Bracket Assembly for 7276 Tripod

---

**7508: CONFINED SPACE TRIPOD KIT**

**INCLUDES**
- 7276: 8’ Confined Space Tripod w/Storage Bag
- 7281: 60’ Retrieval SRL w/Galvanized Cable and Equipment Bag
- 7291B: Leg Bracket Assembly for 7276 Tripod

---

**7509: CONFINED SPACE TRIPOD KIT**

**INCLUDES**
- 7276: 8’ Confined Space Tripod w/Storage Bag
- 7293: 60’ Personnel Winch w/Galvanized Cable and Equipment Bag
- 7281: 60’ Retrieval SRL w/Galvanized Cable and Equipment Bag
- 7291B: (2) Leg Bracket Assembly for 7276 Tripod